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Abstract. A theoretical analysis of the nature of developmental stages is presented. A
formal model of the relationship of knowing is outlined from which developmental stages,
ego centrism, and vertical decalage can be derived as logically necessary consequences. A
number of implications of the model f o r the n ature of developmental stages arc discus sed,
and it is noted that these implications show several important divergences from Piaget. The
und erlying model of knowing is illustrated, primarily with respect to imagery.

will be arguing that there is a primary class o f developmental stages that
arise from certain formal properties of knowing. The first half of the discussion
develops a model of knowing and one of its major consequences , while the
second half explores various implications of the model for human development
- primarily those concerning developmental stages.
The development of the model occurs in three steps: (I) an examination of
some potential properties of knowing that would imply a hierarchy of levels of
knowing; (2) an indication of a formalization of knowing that in fact manifests
those properties and thus that hierarchy, and (3) a suggestion that the knowing
model is valid for hu man knowing and, thus, that the knowing hierarchy applies
to human development. Essentially, a model of knowing is indicated which is
based on a con ceptualization of a k nowing system in interaction with its k nown
environment. The model yields the result that a knowing system can itself be
I
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Exploration of the implications of that knowing hierarchy for humJn
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Presentation of the Model

The Relationship ofKnowing
As an initial clarification, I would first like to distinguish betwe e n an entity
in a state of knowledge and an entity in a process of knowing. Knowledge and
knowing are clearly highly related, and their formal properties reflect such
similarity, bu t a confusion of the basic distinction between state and process can

be highly misleading.
something
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The relational property to b e p ursued, however, is that of reflexivity. A gain,
knowing is clearly not in general reflexive: A does not necessarily know A. The
interesting question, however, is whether or not knowing can in principle be
reflexive. For, if not, we are faced with a circumstance in which any knowing
system, no matter what else it might be capable of knowing, can never know
itself. I will suppose during the d iscussion of this section that knowing is in

principle notreflexive.
Im mediately ano ther question arises - can knowing systems, which by our
current supposition cannot know themselves, nevertheless be known by other
knowing systems? That is, can knowing subjects also be known objects? If the
supposition in this case is positive, that knowing s ystems can be known, then
system A, which can krlow some things, but certainly (by current assum ption)
not itself, might nevertheless be knowable by system B, which in turn might be
knowable by system C, and so on. Thus we derive the possibility of a hierarchy
of knowers, or at least of potential knowers, extending in principle indefinitely.
It is critical to note that such a hierarchy of knowing would extend to a
hierarchy of knowledge: knowers higher in the sequence would be capable of
certain kinds of knowledge not available to knowers lower in the sequence. In
particular, whatever else A might know, it cannot know the properties of A. B,
however, can know the properties of A, but cannot k n ow its own properties,
including those properties of B relating to the knowing of A. C, in turn, can
know the properties of B, b u t not its own, including those properties of C
relating to the knowing of B (as a knower of A). Clearly, the argument iterates,
and we find that there is new potential knowledge at each level of the knowing
hierarchy tha t is specific to that le vel. That is, at each level of the knowing
hierarchy, there are properties that can exist only at that level, and can be
known only at the next higher level.
Essenti ally, the supposition that knowing systems can know other knowing
systems (that knowing is iterative) has led to the possibility of a knowing
hierarchy with a corresponding knowledge hierarchy, and the supposition that
knowing is not reflexive leads to the conclusion that such a hierarchy of
k nowing systems is the only w a y to access the knowledge hierarchy2

' Actually, the additional assumption is needed that knowing sequences cannot loop
back on t h emsel ves. That is, sequences such as 'C knows B which knows A which knows C'
are not possible. The situation is analogous to that of the relation 'father of which is also
not transiti ve, not symmetric, and not reflex ive, but is iterative and produces a similar
sequence of 'ancestors'.
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I wish to

contend

(I) that

both suppositions are true, (2) that there are

corresponding kn ow ing and knowledge hierarch ies ,

(3) that

such hierarchies

imp ose a hierarchical or stage structure on possible thought or cognition and
(4) that such a hierarchical constraint on possible cognitions is in fact

manifested

in currently available theory and data. To do so beyond the suggestive level

already presented, however , requires a more formal framework within which the
loose suggestion s in th e discussion to this point can be given precise formulation
and analysis . What foll ows is an outline of such
formulations an d

a framework a n d corresponding

an al y ses 3

.

Repr e sentation and Knowing

I am conceptua lizing knowing as a special sort of interactive process, and
knowledge as the potent ial for particular kn ow ing interactions . It is, of course,
not necessary that particular interaction sequences be somehow stored in an
organism sequence by sequence: simple finite control structures (p ro cedures ) are

fully capable of computing o r executing very large (potentially infinite) classes

sequences. Formalization of the concepts of knowledge and
knowing should thus be possible within appropriate formal control structure
of interaction

languages. 4
The actions of a system in an environment will in general be determined b y
the overall internal condition or state of the system, while that internal state will

be jointly d etermi ne d by the prior state an d whatever inputs are received from

the e n viro n me nt . Thus we have a cycle - input from envir o nmen t , change of
internal state, output to environment - that will be repeated so long as the
system is successful in shifting from state t o state in acc o rd an ce with its control

A system in interaction with its environment will be said to be
knowing (som e characteristic of) that environment insofar as the interaction
structure.

3

The discussion s in this article are part of

a

general attempt to construct a formal

model of psychological processes. Currently, the model spans, at least skeletally, from
processes at the levels of knowing, learning, emotions, and consciousness, to those at the
levels of language, personality, and the construction of social reality. Further presentatwns,
elaborations, and refinements of this model arc contained in, or planned for, Bickhard

(1973, l978a, b).

ry or

e theo
' Such mathemat ic al languages are generically classified as abstract machin
the partic ula r
computation theory. Automata theory and Turing machine theory are
· 1958; a·mzburg, 1968·'
languages that I have been most concerned with to date (see Davts,

Minsky. 1967).
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does not yield a condition in the system for which the system's actions are not
defined - that is, insofar

as

the interaction is well defined from the system's

perspective.
Suppose the control st ructure has more than one internal state or condition
in which it can find itself at the end of an interaction, and note that the
particular state in which it does terminate depends on (is partially determined
by) the environment with which the interaction is taking place (that is, suppose
the system is a Moore machine that is also a recognizer; see Ginzburg, 1968).
Then, the particular final s t a t e in which the interaction terminates will serve to
classify that environment: the environment will b e of the sort that yields final
state A, say, or final state

B. Since this classifying information is internal to the

system, it is available for the determination of further processes. In this sense,
the control structure, via its class of potential final states, represents a set of
environmental categories, constitutes the potential for interactively knowing
instances of those categories, and thus constitutes knowledge of those categories.
Note that the interaction m a y not only have classified the environment, but, in
general, will also have changed it (via its outputs), and that this change will also
be available to further processes.
This concept of knowing is not particularly difficult to formalize within
formal control structure languages, and, once thus formalized, the theses that
knowing is not reflexive, and that it is iterative, follow readily via results already
in the literature. 5 The knowing hierarchy then follows as indicated in the
preceding section.

Human Knowing

The knowing hierarchy

and its implications, however, follow from the

particular explication of the knowing relatio nship indicated. The claim that the
knowing hierarchy is a structural characteristic of human knowing is therefore
only as strong as the claim that the given explication of knowing is sufficient to

5

Nonreflexivity, i. e., that a system cannot fully know itself, is essentially a corollary of

Gddel's theorem (see, e.g., Boo/as and

Jeffrey,

1974). Iterativity follows via COde/ num

bering o f Turing machines and the recognizability of Turing machine Gddel numbers (Davis,

1958).
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(a pplie s to) human knowing. Thus it b ecomes critical to examine the adequ acy
or su fficiency of the knowing model to human knowing.

The issue is deeply compli cated, however, by the fact that the adequ acy of
the knowing e xplication to human k nowing cannot be proven in prin ciple, si nce
6
II.
we have no formal knowledge of human knowing wit h which to comp are
The cla i m is n ot pr o va ble, but it is falsifi ab le - falsi fia ble by a counter-exa mpl e.
•

That is, it would be falsified by finding a chara cteristic of knowing which is
demonst r ably not modelable within the given explication of knowing, and which
is demonstrably n ecessary to adequately model human knowing. The demon
stration of the appli cability of the knowing hierarchy to human knowing can
thus be approximated only b y the failure to find counter-examples to the
adequacy

of

the knowing model . A full demonstration

would require the

satisfactory modeling of all ch aract er is tics and types of human knowing and
representation, and, since this is an infinite task, it can only be approached via
the successful modeling of b r oader and bro ader classes of such characteristics
and types. A massive modeling task will not be attempted here. l intend rather
to develop a few d istinctions and illustrations as suggestive of the framework and
a pproach for such a broader task.

A finite system can have at mo st some fi nite number of the knowing levels
within it - each level corresponding to a su bclass of control structures or
procedures of the overal l system. There must be,

the refore, a highest level of

procedures in any knowing system. Procedures at this h ighe st level have a special
distinction: like procedures or contro l structures at all other levels, they are
availa ble for execution, for controlling a know ing interaction (possi bly internal
to the

system), but, unlike proce dures at all o th er levels, they cannot themselves

be tak en as objects of knowing ( by that system) - they ar e not part of the
system's knowable world. Thus, from the perspective of the system, they are not
known to exist (though they might come to be known if the system should
acquire, i.e., construct, procedures at the next higher level). This functional
distinction will b e made by referring to highest level procedures in a given
system

as

virtual procedures, and to all others as real procedures.

' It shares this problem with all attempts to formally explicate informal concepts. See,
for example, the discussion of Church's thesis in Rogers (1967} or in Boolos and

Jeffrey

(1974}. The thesis of the adequacy of the knowing explication to human knowing is in
effect a particularization of Church's thesis (or, equivalently, Turing's thesis}, and thus
receives support from those broader theses.
years of mathematical investigation.

Church's

th esis has not been falsified in some 40
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It is clear from the nature of the knowing hiera rchy that particular control
structures may function ii1 one of only two possible manners: (!)a procedure
may be executed or (2) it may be taken as an object of an interaction controlled
by some other procedure. A procedure (control structure) th us constitutes
knowledge in two corresponding senses: (!) as available for controlling knowing
interactions and (2) as available for 'consideration' by higher level procedures
(assuming appropriate higher level procedures exist). A given procedure, for
example, migh t be, on the one hand, capable of guiding a machine around a
room full of objects with ou t bumping into anything, and, on the other hand,
available as a representation of the position of obstacles in that room to a higher
level procedure. Procedures being executed will be said to be functioning a s
plans; procedures being taken as objects of .kllo wing will be said to be func
tioni ng as images (clea rly motivated by the 'plan and image' of Miller et a!.,
1960).
Virtual procedures cannot function as images, only as plans. Nevertheless,
there is a sense in which they do constitute a representation of their o bjects of
knowing: precisely th e sense in wh ich th ey do successfully control interactions
with those objects (clea r l y, 'object' in this usage can be of any degree of
abstraction). This is precisely the sense in which they could be useful as images,
if there were appropriate p rocedures at the ne t higher level. Virtual procedures
x
might thus be said tb �onstitute virtual images of their objects of knowing, with
real procedures th us � onstit uting real images.
The sense of the concept of image explicated here is quite compatible with
Piaget's conceptualization of image as derived from internalized imitation (Piaget
and lnhe lder, 1969), though not so directly compatible with image as derived
from perceptio n (e.g., Bmner et at., 1966 ;Paivio, 1971). In particular, insofar as
a p rocedure is successful as a plan, it must be accommo dated to (imitative of)
the characte ristics of the environment with which it interacts (Piaget, 1962), and
this is preci sely what makes it useful as image. That i s, the successful plan must
accommodate (imitate) the interactive ch aracteristics of its appropriate environ
ment in order to control behavior in accordance with that environment, and it i s
precisely th ose interactive characteristics which i t serves to represent (as image)
to appropriate higher level plans. On th e other hand, although it has not been
made so clear exactly what perception consists of in this model, it is evident that
there is little room for purely passive im pressions. Perception, in fact, must in
some sense consist of the outcomes of the interactions of lowest level plans.
Note that these are t ransient conditions in the knowing system, and thus would
seem to provide no foundation for long-term images.

Uirkhartl

The kn o win g model thus connects with a particul ar theoretical orientation
towards a p articular mode of human representation

that is, with Piagc! 's

conceptualization of imagery. In so do ing, it (I) su ggests a pot ent ial direction of
fo r m ali z a ti o n of

Piaget's views, (2) len ds support to those views and (3)

makes

its el f vulnerable to empirical criticism. For current pu rposes, however, it is most
import ant to note that it suggests the ·p otential ad e quacy of the o rig i n al
explication of knowi ng t o at least this characteristic of human knowing

( im

agery), and thus supports the claim that the knowing e xplicat i on is adequate to
human knowing, and th erefo re that the knowing hierarchy app lie s to h uman

beings. It is an example of the (partial) construction
of a submodel of a type of
hum an knowing within the overall k nowin
g modeL
A g re at deal more explo rat ion o f the adequacy of the knowing model to
human knowing would be needed to
make a strong case for that ade quacy, but
thi s is not my present primary concern. Therefore,
I will assume the v alidi t y o f

the knowin g model and proceed to an explor
ation of the implications of the
knowing hierarchy for the nature of develop
mental stages.

Implications of the Model

Stages, Egocentrism, and Deca/age
The suggested formalization of knowing im plies an indefinite h ier archy of
levels of knowing. Assuming the validity of the kno wing model for human
knowing, the constraints of the knowing hierarchy must also apply to human
beings. Such a knowi ng hierarchy implies a n um ber of ch aracteristics of develop
ment of which I will brie fly examine three: developmental st ages, egocentri s m ,
and decal age.
If we conceptualize cognitive development as a progressive construction of
procedures, it is clear that the k nowing hierarchy implies the existence of st a ges
of development: procedures at a given level cannot exist without pro ced ures a t
the next lower lev el for them to operate on. The construction processes must
begin w ith level one, then proceed to level two, then to three, and so on.

Correspondingly, the forms of knowledge available at level one must be mani
fested before those available at level two, those of level two before those of

thre e, and so on. If the explic ation of knowing is valid, then mental d evel op ment
must m anifest the constr aints of the knowing hier arch y as developmental s tages.
The derivation of egocentrism requires a somewhat m ore careful analysis. A
particular procedure at a particular level of knowing se rves to re pr es ent a
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corresponding particular property or aspect of its object of knowing - it
represents its object from a particular abstract perspective. Other procedures at
that same level may well represent other aspects of the same object, and
collectively such procedures and their interconnections may represent a struc
ture of perspectives on their common object of knowing. Within that level of
knowing, however, only o ne of those procedures can be in pro cess at a given
time- the system can only operate within one perspective at a time.
Coordination of perspectives on a common object will thus require knowing
systems at a level higher than that at which the perspectives themselves are
represented. Such a higher s ystem can take the structure of perspectives as a real
image and examine their pro perties qua perspectives, including their interrela·
tionships. But, if there is n o higher level available, if the perspective representa·
lions being considered are virtual for the overall system, then that system is in 'a
cognitive state in which the c ognizer sees the world from a single point of view
only - his own - but w ithout knowledge of the existence of viewpoints or
perspectives and, a fortiori, without awareness that he is the prisoner of his own'

(Flavell, 1963, p. 60). This i s p recisely a state of egocentris m.

The knowing model thus logically implies that any knowing system will
manifest egocentr ism with respect to its highest (virtual) level of knowin g- it
must, since it by definition has no higher level within which perspective coordi·
nations can take place. In a developing system, egocentris m will thus manifest
.
Itself at progressively higher levels as the system ascends the know. mg �terarchy

in its development.

There are actually t w o kinds of egocentrism implied for a develo ping
system. As a syste m begins to develop procedures at a new level of knowi ng, the
persp ectives corresponding to those procedures will be sparsely interconnect ed,
and the system will thus have relative difficulty in coordinating those perspec·
.
.
· ter connections will
t tves m executiOn (action). A s development proceeds, the m
fiill out and the system's executions will become more co or d.ma1ed It will still be
the
restncted, however, to execution within one perspective at a time and
'.
.
. .
.
ait
aw
will
on
ecuti
antiCipato ry coordination o f perspectives before t helf ex
.
firs t a
constructiOn of the correspond ing higher level procedures. Thu s there is at
of
lack
.
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.
,o110wed by
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e
th
.
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to
efers
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·
generally r
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·

·
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·
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.
next 1eve 1
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already illustrates the fundamental characteristic of vertic a] decalag ··
·
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struction of

new

higher level procedures representing (and interacti ng wit h) old

systems o f functioning.
For example, with the development of object constancy, the infant comes

to rc c og ni 1c

a

given object

-

behave tow ard s it in a constant fashion- despite

changes in th e perspective from which it is seen. It is not until much later that

t he

same child can internally

opposed to acting
pp.

represent the system of possible perspectives, as

appropriately within any one per spective (Flavell,

1963,

22-23).
Vertical dccalage thus reflects the fact that procedures at a given level of

knowing must interact with, and thus must represent, properties of procedures

at the next lower level. Vertical decalage derives from viewing development as a
progressive construction ascending through the knowing hierarc hy.

The knowing hierarchy imposes strict sequencing constraints on develop
ment, thus stages and vertical decalage, but is in itself neutral to the possibility
of other sequential constraints operating within particular knowing levels. The
existence of horizo ntal decalages

indicates that

su ch

within-level sequential

constraints do exist. Their nature, however, cannot be explored within the
knowing hierarchy: the hierarchy suggests an explication of vertical decalage,
and provides a distinction between horizontal and vertical decalage, but the

analysis of horizon tal decalage per se is intrinsically an analysis of development
within the knowing hierarchy, not a derivation from that hierarchy.

Within-level sequential constraints on development can be a nalyzed, how
ever, within the framework of the general knowing model. One of the more

obvious candidates for with in lev el sources of sequencing constraints is the
-

hierarchicalization of subroutines: a higher level subroutine requires the exis

tence of lower level subroutines. Subroutine hierarchies, however, impose dif
ferent kinds of, a n d generally more complex, constraints on development than
does the knowing hierarchy. Furthermore, there are other, often even more
subtle,

c ons t raints

o n within-level development than subroutine hierarchies.

Within-level developmental constraints are fascinating, but it is beyond the
in ten t of th i s article to pursue their analysis.

Identifying the Stages
To this point, a twofold succession of strict implications has been devel

oped: the formal k nowing model implies an infinite hierarchy of levels of
knowing, and the knowing hierarchy implies developmental stages, egocentrism,
and decalages. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the knowing model is
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valid for human knowing, and thus that human development is constrained by
that

hierarchy

and its implication.

Being constrained by the knowing hierarchy, however, does not at

all insure
in

that any particular level of the hierarchy is actually m anifested. It is clear,

fact, that at most a finite number of the levels can be manifested in any
population of finite entities, and that that finite number might well be one.
Thus, for example, evolution on earth might not yet have gener' ated a level two
knower. The variations in knowing capabilities that we observe among indivi
duals and species might all be variations within level one, rather than across
levels.
If we assume, ho wever, that more than one level is manifested by current
knowing systems, then w e are faced with the problem of matching those
manifestations with the corresponding levels. It is clear that the new knowledge
available at level N is knowledge about level

N-1.

But it is not necessarily clear

what that new knowledge consists of, and therefore not clear how to empirically
recognize it. Empirically identifying the stages thus depends on being able to
specify empirical manifestations of the corresponding levels.
Identifying a manifestation of a particular stage in a given knower obviously
also constitutes demonstrating the existence of the corresponding level in that
knower. Thus the problem of demonstrating the existence o f a level has basically
the same solution as that of identifying the manifestations of that level. There is
one major differe nce, however: it requires confidence in the identification o f
only one manifestation of a level to demonstrate existence of that level, while
the full problem of identification of a level ultimately involves specification of
all possible manifestations of that level.
The intent at this point is to illustrate the process of identification with
example from

an

an

earlier discussion: imagery. Essentially, I will contend that

distinctions already drawn

are sufficient to identfy

at least two stages in

cognitive development. Level one procedures know about and operate on the
external environment. Level two procedures know about and

operate

on those

of level one. The problem is to identify the consequence of this difference in
particular empirical manifestations - specifically , imagery. A child with only
level one procedures could have not real procedures, and thus no real images. He
will have virtual images, h owever. Level one virtual images would only be
available for execution (action), not for consideration o r thought. They would
constitute an image in the sense that they would capture information about the
structures and relationships in the external physical environment, making that
information available (and available only) for action in that environment. Thus
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they c on st i t u te information that reproduces static (configura!) properties of the
environment available for controlling action in that environment. (Note that
control structures are themselves static structures, and thus are well suited to
'reproducing' s tatic configurations of their objects of interaction, but provide
little direct foundation for representing motions or transformations of those
configurations.)
A child

level real

with two levels of procedures, however, would be capable of first

images. First level real images differ from first level virtual images in

tw o critical senses that I wish to
examined

em

ph a si z e : (1) first level real images can be

and operated on by second level procedures to draw conclusions that

anticipate properties of the environment that have not yet actually been en
countered, but are nevertheless implied by information already present, and
(2) first level images together with appropriate s e cond level operators on them
can

constitute virtual images of mot i ons and transformations of the configura

tions

represented by the first level procedures.

First level virtual images are reproductive and static and available only for
action, while first level real images are capable of supporting inferential anticipa
tions and transformational or kinetic rep resentations. Thus, the distinction
between

first level virtual images and first level real images exactly parallels

Piaget's distinction between preoperational and concrete operational images
(Piaget and Inhelder, 1971). Piaget's evidence for anticipatory and transforma
tional imagery is therefore also evidence for the existence of second level
knowing.

It should be noted that Piaget's preoperational reproductive static imagery
does not constitute evidence for two levels of knowing. Contrary to our
intuitions of imagery as involving an 'object' and an observer, and thus seemingly
requiring two levels, the behavioral evidence for preoperational imagery requires
only that c on f igur a! information
(control)

about the environment be available to gaide
behavior, and this is perfectly compatible with first level virtual

images.
This raises issues of its own, however, for, unless we find some other means
of demonstrating that preoperations involve second level knowing, we are forced
to conclude that the distinction between the sensorimotor period and preopera

tions is a distinction within level o ne not a distinction between levels, and that
raises the issue of what the distinction is based upon. On the other hand, if we
conclude via some other manifestation that preoperation does involve second
level knowing, then the question is raised of why it does not manifest real
,

imagery.

Actually, I have as yet not found any property of early preoperations
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that requires second level knowing, and therefore contend that the end of the
sensorimotor period is a within-level boundary.

It is not true, however, that I have found

no

evidence of second level

knowing in preoperations. I have come to the conclusion, in fact, that second
level knowing begins about age 4, generally corresponding to the beginning of

Piaget's intuitive subperiod, and thus to the conclusion thatPiaget has generally
correctly identified the developmental stage boundaries, but has in some cases
misidentified which of them are primary and which are subsidiary. This, of
course, does not affect the conclusion that the sensorimotor period is a within
level distinction, and, in fact, raises similar questions about the nature of the
beginning of concrete operations.
Consideration of the virtual-real distinction has derived evidence for second
level knowin g from Piaget's investigations of imagery, and, in so doing, has raised
questions concerning the nature of the sensorimotor period. To go beyond this
illustrative example of the identification of levels of knowing would require the
development and presentation of other observable manifestations of particular
levels of knowing. At this point, however, I wish to adopt the conclusion that
human beings do manifest multiple levels of knowing, 7 and proceed to a
discussion of the implications of those levels for the nature of cognitive stages.

The Nature of the Stages

Rather than attempt an exhaustive discussion of the nature of the knowing
model stages, I intend to focus on some of the implications of the knowing
model concerning the nature of the stages that differ from current stage models.
An initial difference is that the knowing model stages are differentiated by their

potential levels of knowledge, not by their within-level structures. The only
constraint on the structures within a given level is that they be appropriate to

7 At

least three, in fact. At a very general level of discussion, level one knowing allows

virtual representation of objects in space, level two allows virtual representation of relations
among and properties of (propositions about) those objects, and level three allows virtual
representation of properties of, and operations upon, t h o s e propositions. This level of
gener ality allows only a rather crude identification of the stages, and it risks misinterpreta
tion (e.g., in what sense is a first level child not capable of rep resenting 'relations among'
objects?), but it is sufficient to suggest a general correspondence with the course of
cognitive development.
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their objects of knowing. It may well be that species-standard content s of
knowing manifest particular observable structures, e.g., that propositions are
subject to the INRC group of logical operations, but (contrary to Piaget and
lnhe/der, 1969) such structures are secondary characteristics of the levels, they
do not define them. Thus, what makes the !NRC group a manifestation of third
level knowing is not that it has a group structure, but rather that it takes
propositions as objects. Furthermore, it has a group structure precisely and only
because propositions admit of such a structure of operations.
It is clear, in fact, that structures in their most abstract sense could never
have been taken as definitive of the stages. We find, for example, inPiaget's own
writings groups in every Piagetian stage: the group of hand disp lacement s of
eye-hand coordination in the sensorimotor period,

the group of locomo t o r

displacements in preoperations, the group of addition on the in tegers i n concrete
operations,

and the INRC group in formal operations. Piaget, as a matter of fact,

seems to have been consistently careful regarding this point, and discusses the
stages in terms of particular instances of

the structures, e.g_, tl1e !NRC group,

rather than the abstract structures per se. Thus Piaget is always consistent with a
content distinction, but the emphasis is always on the structures manifested by
those contents (and iliis relative emphasis seems to grow in commentators on

Piaget).
The point is perhaps most clea r l y drawn with respect t o groupings in
concrete operations_ The groupings are in fact defined in terms of structures of
particular contents (e_g., Flavell, 1 963), but the emphasis is so strongly on the
structure iliat the grouping structure

per se

is commonly taken t o be definitive

of the concrete operational period. Thus, issues such as the presence or absence
of such structural p r operties as transitivity or reversibility in particular stages
come to be couched in completely content-free terms.
The knowing model suggests that groupings appear in second level knowing
because they are appropriate to what is being known in the first level, and iliat
they would appear in any other level as well for which there were appropriate
objects. Thus, for example, the knowing model is not embarrassed by potential
evidence for transitive inferences in preoperational children

(Bryant,

1974), as

long as the objects about which tl1e inferences are made are appropriate to the
level of knowing. The structures are not unimportant, but they are derivative
from the objects: the emphasis is reversed.
The knowing model stages are not only structure-independent (except in
subsidiary senses), they are also content-independent. That is, they depend only
on level of knowing, not on type of knowing, and thus apply with equal strengili
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social development, language development, emotional

development, and development within all other general realms of knowing. By
thus separating level of knowing from type of knowing, the model disambiguates
two potential kinds of developmental dependencies: (!) a dependency o n a
general level of knowing, e.g., a certain kind of social role taking may require a
particular level of knowing, and (2) a dependency on specific skills at a given
knowing level, e.g., a form of moral reasoning might require specific role taking
skills as well as a general knowing level, but those role taking skills are not likely
to directly require (say) volume conservation skills.
Another characteristic of the knowing model s tages is that there is an
infinite number of them. This suggests the possibility that more than three levels
might be manifested by some m embers of the current p opulation, and encourages
looking for them. There is some evidence, in fact, for at least four levels in some
people (Powell, 197! ). The critical problem here, of course, is that of the
identification of distinguishing empirical manifestations of such higher levels.
Furthermore, all of the levels have exactly the same abstract relationship to
their adjacent levels, that of the iteration of the knowing relationship. Such a
single principle involved in the relationships between adjacent stages is difficult
to argue for in Piaget's model (compare the sensorimotor-preoperational rela
tionship to the concrete-formal operational relationship), and seems to be
nonexistent in any other stage model. Varying principles involved in the rela
tionships of adjacent stages argue for inconsistencies in the definition of stage,
and suggest that important distinctions may be being missed by failing t o
consistently apply all of tl10se principles at all points o f development (usually, of
course, the principles of ad jac ency are simply vague and unclear; see, e.g.,
Erikson, 1950). They also make it difficult to reach valid general conclusions
about the nature of the stage structure.
Finally, it should be noted that the sequencing of the stages in the knowing
model is logically entailed b y the definition of knowing. Such an intrinsic
ordering of the stages is often pointed out between concrete and formal
operations (one cannot have operations on operations until there are some
operations, Flavell, 1963), but is at best alluded t o regarding the other stages,
and is not mentioned regarding other stage models.
The characteristic of the intrinsicness of the sequencing of the stages
deserves further comment. There is no guarantee that any particular set of stages
o bserved or postulated in child development will be intrinsically ordered.
Freudian stages, for example, at least the early ones, are explicitly assumed to be
sequenced by neural maturation, not by logical necessity. The stages may
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neve rthele ss b e quite real and important to the understanding o f child deve lop
eve r ,
men t , re gardless of their sequencing prin ciples. By the same token, how
d
ne
there may well be intrinsically structured properties of developmen t, an
glecting this possibility could be perilous.
For example , suppose the knowing model to be valid, and thus the develop
mental stage sequ encing to be logically intrinsic, and someone asks the question
of why the stages occur in the particular order observed. Such a question is
almost always assumed to re quire a causal answer, and, since it seems unlikely
that the sequencing is deriv ative from environmental regularities, it foll ows
(assuming a causal framework) that it must derive from some genetic regularities,
and one might well be off exploring the behavior genetics of the stage sequenc
ing. Clearly, intrinsic structuring is a third alternative , which, if true, would
render the causal (genetic) considerations and investigations completely fruitless.

Thus the p ossibility of intrinsic structuring must always be considered. (The
false assumption of the exhaustiveness of genetic and environmental sources of
explanation is rampant in the controversy over innateness in lan guage develop
ment; see, e.g., Fodor et a!., 1974. Innate in the sense of nonenvironmental does
not necessarily imply genetic, it might instead be in trinsic.)
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